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4336 | Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 4336–43Anomalous chain diffusion in unentangled model
polymer nanocomposites
Gerald J. Schneider,*a Klaus Nusser,b Susanne Neueder,b Martin Brodeck,b
Lutz Willner,b Bela Farago,c Olaf Holderer,a Wim J. Brielsd and Dieter Richterab
We studied unentangled poly(ethylene-alt-propylene) (PEP) in a compositewith hydrophobic silica particles
as a function of the filler concentration. Our neutron spin echo (NSE) experiments cover both the internal
dynamics as well as the center of mass diffusion beyond the Rouse time. The key experimental results are
(i) all of the chains are equally mobile, (ii) the basic segmental (Rouse) relaxation rate is unaffected even
at highest filler concentrations, and (iii) apparently the obstacles reduce significantly the translational
center of mass motion. This happens, even in the case when the particles do not significantly confine the
polymer. (iv) A transition from regular to anomalous diffusion in the Rouse regime at the highest particle
fractions is clearly evidenced. In order to understand the microscopic mechanisms underlying the
experimental observations, we performed coarse grained simulations. We demonstrate that the
geometrical confinement only affects the dynamics at a long time scale outside the experimental window
and therefore it is not able to explain the results found in the NSE experiments. The consideration of
inter-chain interactions, however, results in a significant influence even at shorter times and a
quantitative agreement between the experiments and simulations was found. The simulations clearly
demonstrate that the interfaces cause a deceleration of the chains in their close vicinity. Then the inter-
chain interactions carry this slowing down to the other chains at a time-scale of the Rouse relaxation
time. Hence, in the experimental datasets an overall slowing down is observed.I Introduction
Combining so polymer matrices with nanoparticles that have
high specic surface areas, hybrid materials accounting for a
broad range of applications are obtained. The mechanical
properties of these nanocomposites are to a large extent deter-
mined by the polymer dynamics. However, widely different and
even contradictory results are reported. For example, both
experiments and simulations aiming at the small scale local
dynamics have been reported that point to mobility gradients in
the region close to particles.1–3 These results are reected by the
observation of gradients for the glass transition temperature
appearing in the vicinity of surfaces.2,4 On the other hand, also
negligible effects by surfaces are reported.5,6
Concerning the intermediate scale, where Rouse dynamics
takes place, most of our knowledge is based on simulations that
appear to show rather generally an overall slowing down of the
Rouse modes7–9 although some simulations point at autstation at FRM2, Forschungszentrum
mail: g.j.schneider@fz-juelich.de
and Institute for Complex Systems ICS,
ich, Germany
z, 38000 Grenoble, France
ente, 7500 AE Enschede, The Netherlands
48preferential slowing down of the longest wavelength modes10
only. An interesting review of simulations of polymers in
connement was written by Milchev.11 A very recent experi-
mental study hints at a slowing down of the Rouse spectrum12 as
well, but a nal conclusion cannot be drawn, mostly because
adsorption of the chains overshadows connement effects.
Because of such multiple effects it seems to be very difficult to
conrm experimentally the anomalous diffusion phenomena
predicted by numerical simulations.13,14
In order to largely avoid complications due to the adsorption
of chains, in the present work we study the single chain polymer
dynamics in a nanocomposite with essentially repulsive inter-
actions in the Rouse and diffusion regime. By neutron spin echo
(NSE) experiments the single chain dynamic structure factor of
the polymer chain in the presence of nanoparticles was directly
observed. Surprisingly the internal Rouse relaxation is not
affected, even at the highest silica concentrations. On the other
hand, the center of mass (c.m.) diffusion is severely modied,
signifying itself in a strongly reduced diffusion and a non-
Gaussian behavior.
Finally, we performed some simple simulations to be
compared with our experimental results. Since we want to
address the inuence of a broad range of simultaneous
connement lengths on the diffusion of the polymers, we are
limited to simulation models which treat each chain as a singleThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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View Article Onlineparticle. As a result we do not address segmental motions with
these simulations.II Theory
A Rouse dynamics + dynamic structure factors
On intermediate length scales, the microscopic dynamics of a
polymer chain in the melt can be described in terms of the
Rouse model.15 This model treats the dynamics of a Gaussian
chain in a heat bath. Only entropic forces originating from the
conformational chain entropy and frictional forces from the
heat bath drive the dynamics. The coherent dynamical structure
factor (pair correlation function) reads15
SðQ; tÞ ¼ 1
NK
exp
Q2DRtX
m;n
exp
"
Q
2
6
jm nj‘2  2Ree
2Q2
3p2
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(1)
Its individual parts can be decomposed in three contribu-
tions: (i) the rst factor describes the contribution of the
translational center of mass diffusion, with the diffusion coef-
cient DR¼ kBT/(zN)¼Wl 4/(3Ree2). HereW¼ 3kBT/(l 2z) denotes
the elementary Rouse rate, z refers to the segmental friction and
l to the Kuhn length. Ree is the chain end to end distance. (ii)
The second factor relates to the static Gaussian structure of the
chain. (iii) The third factor containing the sum over the Rouse
modes p represents the decay due to the internal dynamics of
the coarse grained Rouse chain, characterized by the Rouse
time sR ¼ (zl 2N2)/(3p2kBT) ¼ N2/(Wp2). It is clear from the
expressions given that the elementary Rouse rate is the single
dynamic parameter of the Rouse model from which all other
characteristic values can be deduced.
The corresponding incoherent intermediate scattering
function (self-correlation function) is given by
SincðQ; tÞ ¼ 1
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(2)
In general the total intermediate scattering function is the
sum of the S and Sinc. For the particular case of a neutron spin
echo (NSE) experiment, it is obtained15,16 as:
SexpðQ; tÞ ¼
IcohðQÞSðQ; tÞ  1
3
IincðQÞSincðQ; tÞ
IcohðQÞ 1
3
IincðQÞ
¼: Sc:m:Sseg (3)
The weighting factors Icoh(Q) and Iinc(Q) denote the
Q-dependent coherent and the incoherent scattering intensity.
The prefactor of 1/3 is caused by the neutron spin ips inThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013incoherent scattering events that change the sign of the recor-
ded amplitude and lowers its magnitude by 1/3.16B Simulations
As already mentioned, our experimental results indicate that
only the chain diffusion is substantially affected by the particle
addition, while the internal Rouse modes are basically unaf-
fected. In order to understand the reduced diffusion coefficient
of the chains we tried two different approaches to simulate the
system. In both cases we concentrated on the diffusion of the
polymers without any intention to address the faster internal
modes or dynamics on the local scale, such as vibrations, CH3-
rotations, etc.
In both models used by us polymers are represented as
single particles. In order that these particles behave like poly-
mers, in the RaPiD model they will be dressed with additional
properties (see below). In contrast, in amodel representing each
polymer as a chain of connected beads the inuence of the
small scale dynamics on the slow diffusion of the chain
would come out automatically. For the purposes of the present
paper, however, such simulations are prohibitively time
consuming.
Let us mention at this point that with different aims and at
the cost of extremely much computer times simulations of
chains in nanocomposites may be feasible. Two such very
interesting studies have recently been published. In the paper
by Li et al.17 the inuence of connement on tube-diameters has
been investigated and reptation times are estimated by extrap-
olation techniques pioneered by one of the present authors.18
Kalathi et al.19 performed non-equilibrium simulations of
polymer nanocomposites in order to calculate viscosities.
Asakura–Oosawa model. Several simulation studies have
been published addressing the diffusion of tracer particles
through various conning geometries.20–22 In all these studies
forces between the particles derived from simple spherical
potentials. Since it is our intention to obtain some information
about the diffusion of tracer particles in the particular conning
geometries of our experiments, we decided to achieve this by
means of simulations using the simplest model possible, the
Asakura–Oosawa model.23 In this simple model, the tracer
particle represents a polymer chain and its position corre-
sponds to the center of mass of the chain. No interactions
between the polymers and hard sphere interactions between
polymers and colloids were assumed. The colloids were
considered to be stationary.
We generated a cubic simulation box containing approx.
1000 spheres while using periodic boundary conditions. The
sphere diameters were modeled to obey the same log-normal
distribution as the silica particles. The latter was determined by
separate experiments,24 hence there are no unknown parame-
ters. Aer a random positioning of the spheres in the simula-
tion box, additionally random displacements were performed in
order to assure a truly random arrangement (Fig. 1).
In the next step a tracer particle with a diameter representing
the coil size of the polymer was placed into the simulation box
at a position not occupied by the colloids. The diffusion of thisSoft Matter, 2013, 9, 4336–4348 | 4337
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View Article Onlineparticle was implemented by performing random jumps with a
constant distance of negligible length in a random direction. If
collision occurs with one of the colloids during this step, it is
rejected. The size of these displacements was chosen to be
sufficiently small to ensure that jumps through non-allowed
spaces are avoided. By adjusting the diffusion coefficient of the
particle moving in the empty box to the value of the unlled
melt, a connection to the time scale of the experimental system
can be established. Hence, all simulation parameters are
dened. There are no free parameters in the nal simulation of
the diffusion of the chains in the nanocomposite. In later
simulations the radius of the tracer particle was randomly
changed during each step following the statistical variation of
the polymer size. It was found that, with the given geometrical
setup, the variation of the size of the tracer particle (“so tracer
particle”) had no inuence on the results.
Responsive Particle Dynamics (RaPiD) single particle model.
The results of our rst simple simulation attempt together with
the experimental data suggested that the interaction between
polymers plays a signicant role in the reduction of the diffu-
sion coefficient. Therefore, we decided to perform additional
simulations using a single particle model,25 based on the
Responsive Particle Dynamics (RaPiD) algorithm for the coarse
graining of slow variables in so matter simulations.26,27
The RaPiD model applied here includes two ingredients.
First, the potential of mean force is represented according to an
idea of Pagonabarraga and Frenkel,28 which takes into account
(special) three-body interactions and guarantees a preset
compressibility. Second, the RaPiD model introduces a small
set of additional dynamical variables nij, one for each pair of
polymers within a prescribed distance of 2.5 times the radius of
gyration of the polymers, representing the internal state of the
coarse grained polymers. The nij will be called overlap param-
eters and have values n0(Rij) at equilibrium. Deviations of the
instantaneous values of the nij from their equilibrium values areFig. 1 Image of spheres in the cubic simulation box. The occupied space equals a
particle fraction F ¼ 0.6. The polydispersity follows the experimentally observed
log-normal distribution with a width 0.32.
4338 | Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 4336–4348used to calculate correction terms to the average forces. The
instantaneous forces so obtained may deviate substantially
from the average forces. From the point of view of dynamic
coarse graining the forces on the coarse particles depend on the
recent history described by the time evolution of the internal
degrees of freedom. The inclusion of such memory effects27,29 is
necessarily of a somewhat ad hoc character, based on physical
intuition of the investigator, and can only be substantiated by
explicit small scale simulations. The usefulness of the model
may be illustrated by many successful applications of rheology
in a wide range of so matter systems.29 In the present appli-
cation all model parameters will be tuned to describe the neat
melt. The results obtained with conned systems are to be
considered as predictions.
Details of the simulation model can be found in the
Appendix section.
Calculation of neutron scattering data from simulations. In
general, procedures to derive experimental quantities such as
the mean squared displacements from simulations are well
known. Therefore, we just briey summarize the most impor-
tant steps. From both the Asakura–Oosawa and the RaPiD
models, we obtain the positions r of the center of masses from
the coarse grained polymers as a function of the time t. Once
knowing them, we can derive the van Hove self-correlation
function Gs(r,t), or its respective radial self-distribution func-
tion G(r,t) for isotropic systems, with r ¼ |r|. It represents the
probability of nding a coarse grained polymer at a distance
between r and r + dr aer the time t relative to its position at t ¼
0. From this quantity one can directly calculate the mean
squared displacement of the center of the mass hr2c.m.i (ref. 15)
rc:m:
2 ¼
ðN
0
r2

4pr2Gsðr; tÞ

dr (4)
or the respective higher moments, e.g. hr4c.m.i. As reported below,
describing the van Hove self-correlation function by a Gaussian
function for the center of mass displacements is only a rst
order approximation. In order to quantify deviations, a second
order parameter a2(t), referred to as non-Gaussianity parameter,
can be introduced. Knowing the moments of the center of mass
displacements, it can be calculated directly by15
a2ðtÞ ¼ 3
5
hr4ðtÞi
hr2ðtÞi2  1: (5)
In the Gaussian approximation a2(t) is zero. A more detailed
description can be found in the literature, e.g. in a recent paper
of Brodeck et al.30III Experimental
Samples
The experiments were performed on a model system consisting
of hydrogenated 1,4-polyisoprene chains [poly(ethylene-alt-
propylene) (PEP)] that were anionically synthesized and Nissan
ORGANOSILICASOL Tol-St (silica) particles at volume fractions
0# F# 0.6. Unless stated otherwise, the silica fraction is given
in volume percent (vol%). The deuterated and protonated PEPThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
Fig. 2 (a) Dynamic structure factor of bulk PEP (, Q ¼ 0.5 nm1, B Q ¼
0.77 nm1,OQ¼ 0.96 nm1 and>Q¼ 1.15 nm1). The solid lines represent the
prediction by eqn (3). (b) Rouse mode analysis. Contributions by the different
modes.
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View Article Onlinechains had a molecular weight of 3 kg mol1 with a molecular
weight distribution Mw/Mn # 1.03. The polymer radius of
gyration is 1.93  0.03 nm and does not depend on the particle
fraction in the given particle range.24 According to ref. 24 the
Nissan particles possess a radius of Rav ¼ (8.5  0.1) nm with a
size distribution following a log-normal distribution 1/O(2ps2)
exp(ln(R/Rav)2/(2s2)) with s ¼ 0.32  0.02. The particle surface
is coated by short hydrocarbons rendering them hydrophobic.
By that means, the system becomes essentially repulsive and
should avoid all adhesion effects.
In the rst series of small angle neutron scattering (SANS)
experiments by contrast variation the scattering length density
of the particles was determined to be rp ¼ 2.95  1010 cm2.
Because of the hydrophobic coating a core shell structure
results that cannot be fully matched. In the Q-range of the
dynamic NSE experiments the scattering from the particles was
determined earlier and could be corrected for. The best contrast
match was achieved for a mixture of H/D PEP of 52/48.24
The chain conformation in all samples is that of an ideal
randomwalk, although theQ1.55-dependence at highQobserved
in the SANS experiments reveals a nite size effect caused by the
low molecular weight. The radius of gyration Rg does not depend
on the silica addition, i.e. Rg(F$ 0) ¼ Rg(F ¼ 0).24
Neutron spin echo experiments
The NSE experiments were performed on the IN15 spectrometer
at the Institut Laue Langevin in Grenoble, France, and on the J-
NSE of the Ju¨lich Centre for Neutron Science at the FRM2 in
Garching, Germany. We covered a Q-range of 0.5 nm1 # Q #
1.15 nm1 at 150 C for times 100 ps < t < 200 ns using two
wavelengths l ¼ 0.8 nm and l ¼ 1.68 nm on the IN15 and l ¼
0.8, 1.08, 1.2, and 1.7 nm on the J-NSE.
For each sample, a Q-dependent polarization analysis was
performed to determine the relative values Icoh and Iinc of
coherent and incoherent scattering in eqn (4). The results of the
analysis are given in Table 1.
IV Results
A Experimental
Studying changes of the polymer dynamics in nanocomposites
requires knowledge of the neat PEP melt. Fig. 2(a) shows the
intermediate scattering function S(Q,t)/S(Q) of PEP at T ¼ 150
C, for four different Q values. The lines are the best ts by the
Rouse model, taking into account the contributions from
coherent and incoherent scattering by eqn (3). The values for
Icoh and Iinc are taken from Table 1. The chain end-to-end
distance, Ree, and in this way the characteristic ratio CN wereTable 1 Relative contributions Iinc and Icoh by incoherent and coherent scat-
tering, respectively
Q [nm1] Iinc Icoh
0.50 0.099 0.901
0.77 0.120 0.880
0.96 0.148 0.852
1.15 0.170 0.830
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013obtained separately by means of small angle neutron scattering
experiments.24 The only remaining free parameter in the t is
the Rouse rate W (or Wl 4; l ¼ l 0CN; l 0 ¼ bond length) from
which the Rouse relaxation time, sR, the center of mass diffu-
sion, DR, and the friction coefficient, z, can be deduced as
described in the Theory section.
The best description of the experimental datasets was ach-
ieved by a joint t of all Qs with eqn (3) and Wl 4 ¼ 0.93  0.02
nm4 ns1. Within the error bars this value agrees very well with
(Wl 4)lit ¼ 0.95  0.07 nm4 ns1 at T ¼ 150 C reported in the
literature.31 From our experimentally determined Rouse rate, a
Rouse relaxation time sR¼ 55 1 ns, a center of mass diffusion
coefficient DR¼ 1.38 0.01 A˚2 ns1 and a friction coefficient z¼
2.1  0.1  1011 N s m1 are calculated.
Before considering the polymer dynamics within the
composites, a short look on the individual contributions from
the Rouse modes and the center of mass diffusion in eqn (1)
and (2) to the full relaxation function of the pure melt is rather
helpful. Fig. 2(b) evidences that at Q ¼ 0.5 nm1, basically only
the center of mass diffusion (dotted, red line) contributes.
Hence, at the corresponding length-scale the c.m. diffusion
dominates. However, when comparing the diffusion and the full
relaxation function contribution it becomes obvious that with
increasing momentum transfer the segmental Rouse relaxation
modes start to play a role. Nevertheless, taking into accountSoft Matter, 2013, 9, 4336–4348 | 4339
Table 2 Percentage of total scattering caused by polymers and particles at Q ¼
0.50 nm1
F xpar xpol
0.06 0.00 1.00
0.35 0.08 0.92
0.50 0.12 0.88
0.60 0.25 0.75
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View Article Onlineonly the rst twomodes, p¼ 1 and p¼ 2, even at the highestQ¼
1.15 nm1, the full relaxation function is well described. Thus,
we conclude that our experimental data are a result of the
motion of the whole chain and the relaxation of the 2 longest
wavelength Rouse modes, whereas contributions on a more
local scale are not visible.
In the next step we examine the inuence of the nano-
particles on S(Q,t) at the intermediate Q ¼ 0.96 nm1. Fig. 3
displays the intermediate scattering functions from the samples
with particle fractions between 0 # F # 0.6. A pronounced
deceleration of the correlation loss with increasing amount of
particles is observed, indicating a slow down or connement of
the polymer chain motion. We note that scattering caused by
the particle itself additionally contributes. In a previous small
angle neutron scattering (SANS) study on the same nano-
composite system, cf. ref. 24, this particle contribution that is
present for Q # 0.7 nm1 was measured and therefore could be
corrected for. Following the SANS analysis the percentage of
scattering caused by particles xpar and polymer xpol (ref. 24) is
given in Table 2. In order to analyze the NSE data, the particle
scattering is assumed to be purely elastic on the investigated
time scales. This corresponds to a much slower particle
dynamics in comparison with the polymer relaxation and can be
included in the modeling by replacing S in eqn (3) by
S(Q,t) ¼ xpar1 + xpolSpol. (6)
This implicitly assumes that the particle scattering is
predominantly coherent. Any incoherent scattering contribu-
tion from the particles would be strongly localized and cause a
negative offset of the spectra (Fig. 3) that is not observed.
Taking into account the particle contribution, the rst step
of analyzing the NSE data is obtaining the Rouse rate W(F) as a
function of the particle fraction. In particular changes in
comparison to the pure melt value W0 d W(F ¼ 0) are of
interest.
In the rst attempt we tried extracting W(F) by the same
procedure as for the pure melt. However, a t of the data over
the whole experimental time range turned out to be impossible,Fig. 3 Dynamic structure factor of PEP at various nanoparticle fractions 0 # F#
0.6 at Q ¼ 0.96 nm1 (-,C,:,A, and; symbols represent F ¼ 0, 0.06, 0.35,
0.50 and 0.6, respectively).
4340 | Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 4336–4348because a reasonable description by eqn (3) with W(F) as the
only t parameter fails to simultaneously describe the data at
short and long times at high particle fractions. This implies that
the impact of the nanoparticle addition is not merely a
homogenous slowdown of the segmental chain dynamics,
which could be expressed by one lower, effective Rouse rate
Weff(F), as predicted in some simulations of nanocomposites,
when attractive polymer particle interactions are present.9
As a consequence, the determination of W(F) demands a
certain procedure. Therefore, in our second attempt, we
obtained the Rouse rate by a joint t of those data in a limited
time range 0 < t # tmax. Successive reduction of the maximum
time tmax limits the size of the window and allows extraction of
the true Rouse rate, similar to the case of entangled polymers,
where entanglements cause the connement effects.15 In the
limit tmax/ 0, the constraints are invisible for the chains and
hence the true W(F) is retained. This assumption is equivalent
to the well-accepted notion in the reptation model for the
description of long chains, where an initial Rouse behavior at
short times is superimposed by the topological hindrance of
entanglements at longer times.
The Rouse rates for the different particle fractions as a
function of tmax are depicted in Fig. 4, where eqn (3) was
simultaneously tted to the experimental data for all four Q
values in the interval [0; tmax]. It turns out that for all particle
volume fractions W(F) ¼ W0 is found in the limit tmax/ 0.
Obviously, the chain dynamics at short times is not affected
by adding impenetrable space. This result conrms well a very
recent observation on nanocomposites with higher molecular
weight PEP (Mw ¼ 50 kg mol1) and exactly the same silica.32
With the result that the relaxation spectra change strongly withFig. 4 Dependence of the extracted Rouse rate W(F) on the choice of the fit
interval [0; tmax] for various particle fractions F, cf. text.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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View Article Onlinenanoparticle addition, it becomes evident that the
straightforward functional connection between the segmental
Rouse rate and the center of mass diffusion, which is valid in
the case of unlled polymer melts, does not exist in
nanocomposites.
Knowing that the Rouse rate does not change, it is possible
to gain further information on the center of mass diffusion by
inspecting the mean squared displacements. For that purpose,
we calculate the relaxation function Sseg(Q,t)/S(Q) by eqn (4) with
W(F) ¼ W0 and DR ¼ 0. Thereby we further assume that the
entire internal dynamics is not changed. Given the altogether
minute contribution of the internal dynamics to the spectra (see
Fig. 4) small changes of the large scale modes would not affect
our result much. With this approximation we divide the
measured intermediate scattering function by the segmental
part and obtain the part only related to the center of mass
diffusion, i.e. Sc.m. ¼ Sexperimental/Sseg.
Within the commonly applied Gaussian approximation for
diffusive processes we have
Sc.m. ¼ exp[Q2hr2c.m.(t)i/6], (7)
allowing a model independent analysis of the center of mass
motion and an interesting test of the Gaussian approximation.
The Gaussianity may be easily tested in comparing data for
different Q values. For that purpose, we equate hr2c.m.(t)i/6 ¼
ln(Sc.m.)/Q2. Then, when plotting hr2c.m.i/6 as a function of the
time in a double logarithmic representation, all curves corre-
sponding to different momentum transfers need to superim-
pose to one master curve, if the Gaussian assumption is
fullled.Fig. 5 Natural logarithm of the center of mass mean squared displacement hr2c.m.i v
figures, the lines indicate the different power law regions, cf. text. Additionally, in p
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013In this context, rst we consider the neat melt (Fig. 5(a)). We
note that within the experimental accuracy the data points
collapse to one master curve, thus conrming the assumed
Gaussian displacement distribution.
A stochastically diffusing object should exhibit a center of
mass motion hr2c.m.(t)i
ln
 
rc:m:
2

6
!
¼ lnðDRÞ þm lnðtÞ (8)
with m ¼ 1, depicted by the full line in Fig. 5. We want to add
that this equation is also fullled by a chain in the Rousemodel.
However, Fig. 5 clearly evidences that the power law for times
t < 55 ns ¼ sR has a smaller slope, indicating a subdiffusive
motion, i.e. m < 1.
Thus, the experimental data suggest that, in comparison
with Brownian diffusion, at early times the increase of hr2c.m.(t)i
is reduced compared to the simple Rouse model. Only for
diffusion times greater than the decorrelation time sdeco z sR
(for short polymers) normal diffusion appears. The slope of
about 0.8  0.04 in the double-logarithmic plot at small times
shown in Fig. 5(a) conrms well earlier observations by NSE on
polybutadiene33–35 and such on polyethylene,36 as derived by
calculations.37,38
Finally, concerning the neat melt, we want to address the
diffusion constant DR, dened in eqn (8) to be the axis intercept.
Using Fig. 5(a), the value observed by the intercept is in accor-
dance with DR¼ 1.38 0.01 A˚2 ns1 obtained by the description
with the Rouse model. Because of our model independent
treatment, we know that this value corresponds to the correla-
tion function observed at t > 55 ns.s. logarithmic time t. (a) F ¼ 0, (b) F ¼ 0.35, (c) F ¼ 0.5 and (d) F ¼ 0.6, in all sub-
anels (c) and (d) the broken line includes m ¼ 1 for comparison.
Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 4336–4348 | 4341
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View Article OnlineNow, we want to draw our attention to the molecular motion
in the nanocomposites. In Fig. 5(b) the datasets from the F ¼
0.35 sample are displayed. Except a change of the axis intercept,
corresponding to a reduced polymer diffusion in comparison to
the neat melt, there is no obvious change with respect to
Fig. 5(a). Even the transition between the two dynamic regimes
remains unchanged. Thus, it seems to be very likely that the
dynamic regimes (subdiffusive until sR and diffusive beyond)
are not visibly affected up to F ¼ 0.35 though the translational
diffusion coefficient is reduced to 0.86  0.01 A˚2 ns1.
From hr2c.m.(t)i the average distance moved by the center of
mass is directly obtained. The overall shi of the hr2c.m.(t)i
behavior to lower values evidences that already at very short
times the diffusion is reduced. Plotting the average distances at
two different times, t ¼ 150 ns and t ¼ sR ¼ 55 ns (Fig. 6), we
observe a decrease as a function of the particle fraction that can
be excellently described by a linear function. In a recent work,
we calculated the average distance of the polymer center of
mass from the closest nanoparticle surface.32 These values are
additionally depicted in Fig. 6. We recognize that the average
distance between chains and surfaces is greater than the
distance explored by the chains in our experimental time
window. In consequence, this indicates that a pure geometrical
connement cannot explain the changes observed. Above, we
report anomalous diffusion, even in the pure polymer melt,
which is caused by mutual interactions of the polymer chains.
Below, using the simplest simulations possible, we want to test,
whether such a nite potential between the chains could cause
the reduction of the diffusion in our nanocomposites, even
though the distance to the impenetrable walls is large.
For the higher particle volume fractions F ¼ 50% and 60%
the short time subdiffusive behavior is retained. However, there
is no transition to normal diffusion at long times anymore. The
data can still be approximately described by a linear relation-
ship with a slope m2 ¼ 0.75  0.02 (F ¼ 0.5, Fig. 5(c)) and m2 ¼
0.67  0.07 (F ¼ 0.6, Fig. 5(d)). Thus, anomalous diffusion
prevails also for long times.
Also, the datasets in Fig. 5(c) and (d) show that hr2c.m.(t)i taken
from spectra at different momentum transfers, using eqn (8), do
not superimpose. This indicates that the assumption of a
Gaussian displacement distribution is violated. Such aFig. 6 Comparison of the average distance of the center of mass of the polymers
and the surface with mean distances explored by the center of mass hr2c.m.(t)i0.5 at
the Rouse time t ¼ sR and the maximum time of the experimental window
t ¼ smax as a function of the particle fraction. The lines serve as a guide to the eye.
4342 | Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 4336–4348non-Gaussianity might be caused by the heterogeneity involved
in a conned motion, similar to chain dynamics in a tube39 or a
diffusion in a polydisperse environment of spherical
cavities.40,41
In order to quantify the violation of the Gaussian assump-
tion, we use the Rahman, Singwi, Sjo¨lander cumulant expan-
sion42 in the formulation by Zorn.43
Sc:m: ¼ A0 exp

Q2 r2ðtÞ6þ a2ðtÞ
72

r2ðtÞ2Q4
: (9)
In comparison to eqn (7), eqn (8) includes the second order
expansion in Q2. It includes the non-Gaussianity parameter
a2(t). A non-vanishing a2 causes deviations from Gaussian
behavior as observed in Fig. 5(c) and (d) at long times. When
plotting ln(Sc.m.) vs. Q
2 the variables hr2c.m.(t)i and a2 can be in
principle directly extracted. However, because of the low
number of Q values it is not possible to obtain a2(t) each time
separately. Therefore, we determined a2(t) by tting ln(Sc.m.) vs.
Q2 resulting in a noisy a2-data. Then in the second step we
introduced the averaged a2-values into eqn (9) and compared
with the experimental results. This procedure leads to a good
description of Sc.m.(Q,t) and shows that the averaged values are a
reasonable approximation for a2(t). Of course, in case there is
no splitting visible in Fig. 5, a¼ 0. For t > 55 ns, we obtained a¼
0 (0%), 0.2  0.1 (35%), 0.3  0.1 (50%), and 0.3  0.1 (60%, t <
85 ns) and 0.5  0.1 (60%, t > 85 ns).B Comparison with simulation results
Before presenting the simulation result, we summarize the
essential facts. (i) The segmental dynamics of the chains in the
nanocomposite is unchanged. (ii) Because of interchain inter-
actions, the neat melt shows anomalous c.m. diffusion. (iii) The
translational diffusion is signicantly reduced, even at short
times. The functional dependency of the related mean squared
displacement is unchanged forF < 0.35. (iv) At particle fractions
F $ 0.5 a loss of the Gaussian behavior is observed and
anomalous diffusion occurs over the full range.
Asakura–Oosawa model. Since the segmental dynamics is
unchanged, we focus on the deceleration of the center of mass
diffusion. With respect to our experimental model system we
assumed there are no interactions between different polymers
and hard sphere interactions between polymers and colloids
according to the Asakura–Oosawa model.23 More precisely, we
consider the simple diffusion of one tracer particle, represent-
ing the polymer chain, in a random environment of impene-
trable space, imitating the silica particles. The diameter and the
polydispersity of the xed particles correspond to the experi-
mentally determined values. Our rst simulation uses a moving
tracer particle with a radius R¼ Rg¼ 1.93 nm. Fig. 7 displays the
resulting diffusion coefficients depending on time. The black
at line refers to the situation without colloids. The small
variations at higher times correspond to the statistical error of
the simulations. Adding impenetrable space to the system leads
to a time dependent diffusion coefficient that systematically
depends on the free diffusion space le. Three different regions
can be identied in the plot. For times t < 102 ns there are onlyThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
Fig. 7 Calculated diffusion coefficient of a particle moving through an envi-
ronment of randomly packed colloids with different sphere fractions F. For
comparison, DR forF¼ 0, and 0.35 are included. The related D(t) from simulations
are highlighted. Within the Rouse model, DR does not depend on the time.
Therefore, we put DR at a t corresponding to the maximum time available in our
NSE window, as indicated by the vertical line.
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View Article Onlineminor effects, corresponding to chains that are still exploring
the local environment. Contact with the colloids is rather
seldom. In the intermediate range between 102 and 104 ns a
signicant time dependent reduction sets in. For times t > 104
ns the particle has diffused through large areas of the system
(passing several colloids) and the variation becomes weaker.
Hence, for the limit t / N we nd the long-time diffusion
coefficient Dgeo.
Within the experimental NSE window (0.2 < t < 200 ns),
however, no signicant reduction of the dynamics of the poly-
mer particles is observed in Fig. 7. Even forF¼ 0.6 the diffusion
coefficient only changes by z15%. Considering the corre-
sponding distance that a polymer particle moves on average
within 150 ns, the reason for only marginally affecting the
particle diffusion in this time window becomes obvious: The
average distance travelled by a polymer particle is smaller than
the average distance of the center to the surface (Fig. 6), so no
signicant inuence of the surrounding particles can be
expected. The free polymer mostly explores the free space
(cavities) between the colloids. The inuence of the restricted
diffusion space increases only at higher times, when the poly-
mer starts to slip through small spaces and enters different
cavities. To exclude the possibility of the tracer particle being
trapped in a position where a polymer could diffuse through
small cavities by an elongation of the chain we have also per-
formed simulations where the radius of the tracer particle was
allowed to change. In this case the radius followed the proba-
bility distribution function of the radius of gyration of a poly-
mer. The results did not show any signicant difference for the
results described above. The reason is that the size of the tracer
particle is small relative to the size of the impenetrable colloid
particles.
To test whether these contradictions of simulation and
experimental results, where a signicant effect is already
observed at very short times, are due to the articial choice of
the simulated particle size, we also performed simulations with
a larger diffusing particle having a diameter equal to the end-to-
end distance of the polymer (Ree ¼ 4.73 nm). For that situation,This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013a stronger reduction of the diffusion coefficient was observed.
In the case of F ¼ 0.6 it even dropped close to 0 which means
that the particle is stuck within the cavities. The time-scale,
however, at which the diffusion starts to decrease, remains
almost unchanged. We conclude that pure geometrical
hindrance does not describe the experimental observations and
additional aspects need to be taken into account.
Responsive Particle Dynamics (RaPiD) single particle model.
In our second attempt, an ensemble of particles representing
the center-of-mass of a polymer chain is placed into the
colloidal environment of 16 nm colloids and interactions
between the particles are considered. More precisely, we
implemented the RaPiD model as described in the Appendix
section.
The previously noted subdiffusive behavior was discussed in
terms of inter-chain correlations.33–35 This approach was later
conrmed by systematic NSE experiments for which Sc.m.(Q,t)
was calculated from a generalized Langevin equation for coop-
erative dynamics.36–38 The quantitative agreement with the
experimental data suggest that the dynamics of a group of
slowly diffusing interacting molecules is correlated by the
presence of a nite interpolymer potential that causes the
observed anomalous diffusion.33 With a similar quality,
assuming not completely screened hydrodynamic interactions,
that are usually neglected in polymer melts, the same effects44–46
were revealed. Nevertheless, both theoretical approaches hint to
a subdiffusive behavior caused by interchain interactions.
The rst step of using Rg of the polymer as the tracer parti-
cles size was to adjust the free parameters of the RaPiD model
until the dynamic behavior of neat PEP was recovered. The
simulations were used to calculate the mean squared
displacement. Fig. 8(a) compares the calculations and experi-
mental mean squared displacement and demonstrates that this
procedure works very well. For the dynamical mechanical
modulus G*, the crossing point of the real G0 and the imaginary
part G0 0 was reproduced as well. The parameters that were
chosen for the simulation of PEP are given in Table 3.
The value for the strength of transient forces a depends on
the particular normalization of the overlap parameter n0 and
can only be discussed in relation to values in similar applica-
tions. Comparing with other polymers the present value, a ¼
20kBT, is in the usual range.25 The overlap friction similarly
depends on the normalization of n0. With the present normal-
ization it should be close to the experimental Rouse friction,
2.1  1011 N s m1, which it is. The maximum overlap relax-
ation time is the overlap relaxation time when the two chains in
the relevant pair occupy the same position and is found to be
500 ns. This will apply to only very few overlapping pairs.
Assuming that the dominant contribution to the dynamics
comes from pairs being separated by a value of R which makes
R2exp{R/l} maximal, we nd that the corresponding overlap
relaxation time equals 68 ns, not very different from the Rouse
time experimentally determined.
Having determined the input parameters simulating the
neat melt, there are no additional parameters used for the
simulation of the systems containing the colloid particles.
The addition of colloids to the system and the resultingSoft Matter, 2013, 9, 4336–4348 | 4343
Fig. 8 Comparison of simulated (line) and experimental mean squared displacements. (a) F ¼ 0, (b) F ¼ 0.35, (c) F ¼ 0.5 and (d) F ¼ 0.6. In all sub-figures, the lines
correspond to the calculation with the RaPiD model, cf. text.
Table 3 Parameters for the simulation of the pure PEP melt in the RaPiD model
Strength of transient forces a ¼ 20.0kBT
Overlap friction x0 ¼ 2.0  1011 N s m1
Maximum overlap relaxation time s0 ¼ 5.0  10+2 ns
Overlap relaxation time decay length l ¼ 0.4 Rg
Diameter of the colloids 16 nm
Radius of gyration of the polymer 1.93 nm
Fig. 9 Comparison of simulated mean squared displacements for various
particle fractions F. The full lines indicate the slope for normal diffusion (m ¼ 1)
and subdiffusive behavior (m ¼ 0.8).
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View Article Onlineequilibration of the density were performed in the same way as
described in ref. 47. Fig. 8(b)–(d) compare the simulated and the
experimental curves of the mean squared displacement. Taking
into account that we emphasize on the generic behavior rather
than on a detailed agreement, we want to note the excellent
agreement even for F > 0.35, with respect to retaining the
decreasing diffusion and the subdiffusivity of the experiments.
The changes appearing in the center of mass diffusion by
adding nanoparticles are visualized in Fig. 9. Obviously hr2c.m.(t)i
is reduced with increasing F. In addition, there is a strong
change from diffusive behavior (slope ¼ 1) to a subdiffusive
behavior (0.8) for t > tR¼ 55 ns. But, the slopes at short times (t <
tR) are more or less the same. A similar behavior was observed in
the experiments. But because of knowing all the underlying
correlation functions, the simulations allow a more detailed
analysis.
The primary quantity describing the diffusion process is the
radial van Hove-self-correlation function Gs(r,t) for the coarse
grained polymer coils. Fig. 10(a) displays the general behavior:
with increasing time the distribution of hr2c.m.(t)i becomes
broader and the height decreases, both for the F ¼ 0 and 0.6
samples. To show the effect of nanoparticle addition Fig. 10(b)4344 | Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 4336–4348presents how the distribution changes by adding nanoparticles.
Many models, such as the Rouse model, assume a Gaussian
distribution for the center of mass displacements. Therefore,
comparing the simulated curves with a Gaussian function is
rather interesting. We realize clear deviations in the tails of the
distribution function for the composite, while the distribution
function of the pure polymer melt is well described by a
Gaussian distribution function.
The deviations from the Gaussian distribution function can
be quantied by including higher order terms in the analysis, in
particular the second order non-Gaussian parameter a2(t),
dened by eqn (5). The results for the different particle
concentrations are shown in Fig. 11. There a gradual increase
from virtually zero at short times to nite values is observed.This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
Fig. 10 Radial van Hove self-correlation functions for F ¼ 0 and 0.6 for (a)
different times, and for (b) one selected example time to highlight the differences.
The full lines are fits by a Gaussian distribution function.
Fig. 11 Non-Gaussianity parameter a2 for various particle fractions. The symbols
are calculated from the simulations using eqn (5). The lines represent a2 from the
experimental data.
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View Article OnlineFurthermore, a2(t) assumes higher values for higher particle
concentrations. For comparison, we included the a2(t) from the
experiments. Even though, our experimental data do not allow
to calculate the full time dependency, at least within the
experimental accuracy similar values are obtained.V Discussion
Before we address the diffusion behavior we want to rationalize
our results of an unchanged segmental dynamics, in compar-
ison to the simulations reported in the literature. For polymer
particle interactions on the order of 3 > kBT MD-simulationsThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013show a signicant impact on the mode relaxation spectrum.48
On the other hand for weak polymer particle interactions 3 < kBT
the work of Dionne48 nds no change of the Rouse mode
spectrum, as long as the typical chain dimensions are smaller
than the nanopore sizes. From this point of view and remem-
bering that we are dealing solely with impenetrable space, it is
not surprising that the segmental relaxation of the PEP3k
chains is not affected.
The main observation of this work is the reduction of chain
c.m.-diffusion in the nanocomposite even at times before the
geometrical connement is explored by the moving chains. This
behavior is presented in Fig. 6, where it is clear that the average
distances between the polymer center of mass and the surfaces
are too large to affect the chain motion directly. For our time
window this conclusion remains valid, even for the samples
with high silica concentrations.
To quantify this behavior further, we simulated the impact of
a geometrical connement on coarse grained polymers within
the framework of the Asakura–Oosawa model. The result, as
shown in Fig. 7, suggests that the contribution of geometrical
connement to the reduction of the diffusion coefficient is not
signicant within our time window. For the F ¼ 0.3 sample
where an important reduction was observed it is even almost
negligible. For the case of geometrical connement alone, we
conclude that for our space time frame larger effects on diffu-
sion are not expected.
In order to understand the origin of the reduced diffusion in
the nanocomposite, even at short times, we want to briey go
back to the neat melt. There, in the time window of our exper-
iment, two different time regimes can be identied. A diffusive
part well described by the Rouse diffusion for times t > sR. For t <
sR the neat melt shows subdiffusive motion (Fig. 5a). This short
time region can be related to the motion of chains which are
subject to a nite interchain interaction as described in the
literature.37,38,44–47 Even though the origin of these interactions,
and therefore its physical meaning, is under discussion44 it
suggests that interchain interactions are at the origin of the
subdiffusion of the center of mass motion.
To test this idea further, we performed simulations within
the RaPiD model that allows taking explicitly into account such
interchain interactions. Adjusting the input parameters of the
model we adapted these interactions in matching the dynamics
of the pure melt. We then assume that the interchain interac-
tion between the coarse grained polymers does not change due
to the addition of particles. This is justied, because the hard
sphere interactions are explicitly taken into account by the
algorithm.
Important is the physical soundness of the parameters
obtained. The friction parameter z agrees well with the result of
Rouse. The overlap relaxation decay length l relates well to the
radius of gyration and also the decay time for the most likely
distance between neighboring chains agrees well with the
Rouse time. Thus, we have found a sound description of the
pure melt. As alluded to before for the lled samples no addi-
tional parameters were introduced or changed. As the fraction
of colloids is increased a collective decrease of the
polymer diffusion is found as in the experiments. Even at shortSoft Matter, 2013, 9, 4336–4348 | 4345
Fig. 12 Mean squared displacement of the fastest 10% and the slowest 10% of
the polymers at various particle fractions.
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View Article Onlinetimes t < 100 ns the diffusion is now inuenced by an increase
of F (see Fig. 8). These results are signicantly different from
the simulations within the Asakura–Oosawa model: there, an
inuence on the dynamics was observed only at long times
when the local surroundings were sufficiently sampled by the
particle. From the simulations we know that at earlier times, the
interaction between the particles causes a slow-down of
the polymer dynamics. In the simulations, the time-regime at
which the interaction between polymers is signicant is deter-
mined by the overlap relaxation time s (see the Theory section).
As colloids are added to the system the dynamics of polymers
close to the interface of these colloids are directly inuenced.
This inuence is then passed on to all other polymers that are in
direct contact with the polymers at the interface. As a result, the
effect of the added colloids is transported to all polymers in the
system through the polymer–polymer interaction and a collec-
tive slow-down of the dynamics results even at short times
(see Fig. 9 and 10).
In the above discussion we have not considered explicitly the
fraction of polymers with centers of mass close to the surface.
Now we want to address these polymers closer, i.e. the case
where we expect connement induced phenomena. In the
experimental results we nd clear signatures for heterogeneities
in terms of the non-Gaussian behavior for t > sR.
First we want to address the non-Gaussianity, as quantied
by the parameter a2(t). The experiments reveal an increase of a2
with time and at large times with increasing particle fraction.
The more detailed numerical analysis agrees semi-quantita-
tively with this observation. In the case of the composite the
existence of heterogeneities must relate the random environ-
ment of hard spheres. However, a2(t) does not allow us to
address this question directly.
Therefore, we addressed this question by our simulations.
We selected the fastest and slowest 10% of the polymer chains
and have plotted the c.m. displacement in Fig. 12. For the pure
melt we observe a spread related to the Gaussian distribution of
displacements. By adding nanoparticles, the fastest chains are
signicantly less slowed down than the slowest polymers.
Seemingly as colloids are added, polymers close to the interface
are signicantly slowed down. Their displacements are basically
unaffected by the total amount of colloids – the slowest 10% are
already strongly slowed down for F ¼ 0.35, but almost no
change is found as F is increased further. The fastest polymers,
however, are slowed down as F is increased. This agrees with
the explanation that polymers close to the interface impact the
dynamics of polymers in the bulk phase. With increasing F
more polymers are affected and a general slow-down is
observed.
Finally, we like to address the observed subdiffusivity at
times t > sR, for the high concentration samples (F ¼ 0.5, and
0.6). It is clear that this subdiffusivity phenomenon cannot be
caused by the same molecular origin as the short time sub-
diffusive behavior that results from interchain interaction.
Fig. 12 provides a tentative explanation. There we observe that
the increase of hr2c.m.(t)i with time for the slowest 10% chains is
signicantly retarded compared to the faster chains. In addi-
tion, the slope of the increase is weaker. With increasing F this4346 | Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 4336–4348effect must be amplied, because with increasing particle
fraction the relative fraction of the slow polymers increase and
therefore, the apparent subdiffusivity for t > sR may be related to
the increasing heterogeneity due to the slow polymers. In
principle there would be a direct way to proof this argument. As
laid out by Moreno and Colmenero49 the difference between
intrinsic subdiffusivity and apparent subdiffusivity due to
heterogeneities can be distinguished by the Q-dependence of
the characteristic relaxation time. Unfortunately the quality and
time range of our data do not allow this distinction.VI Summary
We studied the polymer dynamics of a mixture of silica nano-
particles and unentangled poly(ethylene-alt-propylene) (PEP).
The silica particle surface is coated by short hydrocarbons
rendering them hydrophobic. By that means, the system
becomes essentially repulsive and should avoid all adhesion
effects. Our neutron spin echo experiments revealed that there
is a strong deceleration of the polymer center of mass motion.
But even at the highest silica fraction, the segmental chain
dynamics is not affected. This coincides with recent simula-
tions48 that predict no change of the segmental dynamics for
weak polymer particle interactions. On the other hand, we have
observed an important slowing down of the center of mass
diffusion already at earlier times. We noticed that the pure
geometrical connement of the Asakura–Oosawa model is not
able to explain this strong inuence of the colloids on the
diffusion of polymer chain in the system. Only at times t > 100
ns does the geometrical connement start to play a role. For
times t < 100 ns the interaction between polymer chains causes
a change of the overall diffusion coefficient in the system. Only
polymers in contact with the colloids are directly affected. Due
to the interchain interactions, however, also polymers in the
bulk-phase which are not in direct contact with the colloids are
now inuenced and a collective slow-down of the dynamics
results.This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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View Article OnlineAppendix
All single particle simulationmodels for polymers, inwhich forces
derive from somepotential ofmean force alone, fail to capture the
effects of slow internal degrees of freedom and topological
constraints. The instantaneous forces acting on the center ofmass
of a polymer are not just equal to the average forces determinedby
the conguration of the centers of mass of all other polymers, but
strongly depend on information about the conguration on
smaller scales, such as for example the primitive path in reptation
theory. Of course, any simulation in which the polymers are rep-
resented by sufficiently long chains of connected beads will reveal
these correlations and their inuence on the center of mass
diffusionof the chains. Such simulations, however, are prohibitive
if one wants to simulate about 6000 polymers in conned geom-
etries, for times longenoughto reach thediffusive limit. Inacoarse
grain simulationwheneachpolymer is representedby its center of
mass, onemust put inby hand the effects of slow internalmotions
and topological constraints. This can be done either by including
memory terms into the forces in a Langevin type of simulation or
by introducingasmall additional setofdegreesof freedomroughly
describing the processes that give rise to the memory. Since with
Langevin dynamics time steps become severely limited when
frictions are large, the RaPiDmodel opts for the second approach
of slightly extending the number of degrees of freedom in
combination with a Brownian dynamics propagator.
We assume that the relevant small scale information can
roughly be described by an additional set of dynamic variables,
nij, one for each pair of polymers within a prescribed distance of
2.5Rg with Rg being the radius of gyration. The deviations of the
nij from their equilibrium values n0(Rg) are taken to give rise to
the differences between the instantaneous forces and the
average forces governed by the potential of mean force. For
further motivation we refer to ref. 27. Since the dynamics of
polymers as a whole is largely overdamped, we use Brownian
dynamics to propagate the conguration in time:
d~Ri
dt
¼ 1
zi
vA
v~Ri
 a
zi

nij n0

Rij
 vn0Rij
v~Ri
þ v
v~Ri
kBT
zi
þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2kBT
zidt
s
~Q
dnij
dt
¼  nij  n0

Rij

sij
þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2kBT
asijdt
s
Q (A1)
here A(R3N) is the potential of mean force, zi the friction coef-
cient of particle i, sij the characteristic time for the relaxation
of nij towards its equilibrium value, and a a measure for the
strength of the non-equilibrium forces; ~Q is a random vector
with zero mean and unit variance for each of its components,
while similarly Q is a random number with zero mean and unit
variance. We refer to ref. 25 for information on the potential of
mean force and the equilibrium overlap functions. The friction
coefficients are calculated according to
zi ¼ z0
X
j
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nijn0 ðRijÞ
q
zz0
X
j
nij (A2)
and the characteristic relaxation times of the overlap parame-
ters asThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013sij ¼ s0 exp

Rij
l
	
(A3)
The distance dependence of the characteristic relaxation
times reects the fact that slightly overlapping polymers pene-
trate and segregate, i.e. relax to equilibrium, easier than
strongly overlapping polymers. It is perhaps useful to make one
comment concerning the strength of the transient forces. One
may easily check that the RaPiD model is invariant under the
transformation a/ as2, n0/ n0/s. As a result we are free to
choose any normalization for n0, which then xes the value of a.
As already mentioned, in this paper we have chosen the same
normalization as in ref. 25.
The stationary distribution of the above propagator is just
the Boltzmann distribution
P

R3N ; nM

fexp
 


A

R3N
þ a
2
X
pairs

nij  n0

Rij
2 

kBT
!
(A4)
Aer integrating out the nij, for sufficiently large a, we are le
with the correct distribution of the centers of mass.
To understand the importance of the approach, let us
summarize in words the main ingredients and approximations
of the RaPiDmodel. Each polymer is represented by its center of
mass. Since no good separation of time scales exists, memory
terms must be included in order to get the correct equations of
motion of the centers of mass. The easiest way to simulate
memory is by introducing a small number of additional degrees
of freedom mimicking the processes responsible for the
memory as much as possible. The most important process
governing the dynamics of the centers of mass of polymers is
the mixing and demixing of topologically constrained chains
when they overlap. RaPiD introduces additional dynamical
variables mimicking this process.Acknowledgements
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